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0. Introduction 
The principal aim of this paper is to study the Fourier analysis on Riemannian sym- 
metric spaces. In particular, the Paley-Wiener theorems for some types of function 
spaces on a symmetric space will be discussed throughout the paper. As an application 
of these results, the solvability of a single differential equation defined by an invariant 
differential operator on a symmetric space will be shown in the last section. Further- 
more, in the forthcoming paper we will discuss Ehrenpreis’ fundamental principle on a 
Riemannian symmetric space. The statement of this fundamental principle appeared in 
[30]. The present paper is a preliminary investigation for the proof of this fundamental 
principle. 
We introduce distributions and hyperfunctions of exponential type on a Rieman- 
nian symmetric space and discuss their Fourier transforms. Our study originates from 
preceding works on two subjects. One is the theory of the Fourier transformation 
on a Riemannian symmetric space developed by Harish-Chandra, Helgason, Trombi- 
Varadarajan, Kostant, Eguchi and others. The other one is the theory of the Fourier 
transforms of distributions and hyperfunctions of some types on a Euclidean space. As 
to the theory of the Fourier transformation of distributions of exponential type on a 
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Euclidean space, there are works by Hasumi, Sebastiao e Silva and others. As to the 
theory of Fourier transforms of hyperfunctions of some types on a Euclidean space, 
there are works by Sato, Kawai, Morimoto, Zharinov, Nagamachi, Saburi, Kaneko and 
others. 
Now we explain the plan of this paper. In Section 1 we briefly set up the notations 
and basic facts about real reductive linear Lie groups and define Riemannian symmetric 
spaces we deal with throughout the paper. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of the 
invariant differential operator of infra-exponential type which is, in fact, an infinite 
order differential operator on our symmetric space. Using these differential operators 
we define the function space sZ,(G/K). N ex we define the function space C,(G/II). t 
This space is the inductive limit of the spaces of LP Schwartz functions discussed in [2] 
and has the structure of the FS space. The space d,(G/IC) is the subspace of C,(G/K) 
consisting of those real analytic functions which belong to C,(G/II). In Section 3 we 
review the Fourier-Laplace transformations on symmetric spaces and state the main 
results (Theorem 1). We prove the theorem for the case of C,(G/lr’) in Section 4. Since 
the proof is based on the results of [a], we review them in the same section. In order to 
prove the theorem in the case of d,(G/K), we must get some knowledge of the Fourier 
series of analytic functions on the isotropy group at the origin of the symmetric space. 
We discuss them in detail in Section 5. Using the theorem in the case of C,(G/II’) 
and the results of Section 5, we get the proof of the theorem in the case of d,(G/K) 
in Section 6. For use in the forthcoming paper, we describe the Fourier coefficients of 
the Fourier-Laplace images of our function spaces on the boundary of the symmetric 
space. In the last section we derive some results on the solvability of a single differential 
equation on a symmetric space. 
In Appendix 1, we prove some lemmas fundamental for our discussion of the differ- 
ential operators of infra-exponential type. Elementary lemmas on the infra-exponential 
functions and the important properties of the differential operators of infra-exponential 
type deduced from the results of Appendix 1 are collected in Appendix 2. 
1. Notations and preliminaries 
We use the standard notation iz, Iw and C for the ring of integers, the field of real 
numbers and the field of complex numbers, respectively. We denote by W the set of 
nonnegative integers. For any finite set F, we denote the number of elements of F by 
#F. For a C” manifold V, we denote by C”(V) the space of C” functions on V. Let 
G be a connected real reductive linear Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup 
of G. We denote by g and t the Lie algebras of G and Jr’, respectively. Then g = c + gr 
where c is the center of g and gr is the derived algebra of g. Let 0 be the Cartan 
involution of g with respect to t. Let p be the subspace of g corresponding to the 
eigenvalue -1 of 0. Then we have the Cartan decomposition g = C + p. If we put 
ct = c n t and cP = c n p, we have c = CL + cp. Let (. , -)e (resp. (. , -),,) be a positive 
definite symmetric bilinear form on cr (resp. cP). Let B(. , -) denote the Killing form 
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on gr . We define and fix an Ad(G)- invariant form Q( - , a) on g by the following equation: 
Q(& +YI + 21, X2 +yZt 22) = ~(&,X2)t(Yd'2)vt (G,z2)p 
for X; E gr, Yi E cr and 2; E c,, (i = 1,2). 
It is clear that &(. , -) defines a scalar product on p. For any subspace I of g, we denote 
by I, and I* the complexification and the real dual space of I, respectively. Furthermore 
denote by I:, the complexification of I*. We fix a maximal abelian subspace a of 4 and 
introduce a linear order in a*. Let C and C+ be the set of all restricted roots and 
restricted positive roots, respectively. For any root Q in C, we denote by go the root 
space in g corresponding to (Y and by m, the dimension of ga. We put n = CcuEC+ gQ 
and P = f C&C + m,a. Let A and N be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding 
to a and n, respectively. Then we have the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN (resp. 
g = e + a + n) of G (resp. g). For any g in G, we write K(g) and H(g) for the unique 
elements k in Ir’ and H in a such that g = kexp Hn where 12 E N. For any a E A, 
we write H(a) as log a. Let M’ and M be the normalizer and centralizer of A in K, 
respectively. The quotient group W = M’/M is the Weyl group and acts on a,, a* and 
a: in the obvious way. Let I denote the real rank of G, that is, I = dim A. The form 
Q(. , .) induces Euclidean measures on A and a*; multiplying by the factor (27r)-‘j2 we 
obtain measures da and dX on A and a*, respectively, and the Fourier transform 
f*(A) = J f(a)exp -iX(loga)da (X E a:) 
A 
(i denotes the square root of -1) is inverted without any multiplicative constant. The 
Haar measures dk on Ir’ and dm on M are normalized in such a way that the total 
measures are equal to one, respectively. Moreover, we denote the induced invariant 
measure on K/M by dkM. The Haar measures of the nilpotent groups N and N = 
B(N) are normalized in such a way that O(dn) = dn and the integral of exp (-2p(H(rr))) 
with respect to dn over N is equal to one. Then the Haar measure dg on G can be 
normalized with dg = exp(2p(log u)) dk da dn (g = kan). The homogeneous space G/K 
is a Riemannian symmetric space. By means of the polar decomposition of G, there is 
a real analytic diffeomorphism: 
exp : p 3 X LL (expX)K E G/K. 
Also, we can define a norm on G/K by 
(21 = Q(exp-‘(r),exp-‘(z))f (Z E G/K). 
2. The function spaces C,( G/K) and d*(G/K) 
Let (X1,X2,. . . , X,) be an ordered basis of g. The Xj’s determine right G-invariant 
vector fields on G: 
W.if>(s) = -$f(exP(-tX,)g)ll_e (g E G), 
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where f is a C” function on G. They act also on functions on G/K which are identified 
with right K-invariant functions on G. Let U(g) d enote the universal enveloping algebra 
of gc. Naturally, each element of U(g) is regarded as a right invariant differential 
operator on G. We put X = (Xl,. . . ,X,). For a = (or,. . . ,a,) E IV, we define a 
differential operator X” on G/K by X* = XF1 . . . X$“. 
For a finite dimensional @-vector space V, we denote by O(V) the space of entire 
holomorphic functions on V. A function f(z) in (3(V) is called to be of infru- exponential 
type if it satisfies the growth condition: 
for any E > 0, 
where IzI denotes a norm of z in V. Let O(V) be the set of all functions of infra- 
exponential type on V. 
Definition 1. Let (Xl, . . . ,X,) be an ordered basis of g. We say that the right 
G-invariant differential operator J(X) = CaEEJ,,, C,X* of infinite order is of kfra- 
exponential type iff the function J(S) = CcYENm C,tcy with [ = ([I,. . . ,&) E Cm 
belongs to a((!?). F ur th er, we denote by @gE) the set of all right G-invariant differ- 
ential operators of infra-exponential type on G. 
The following lemma can, be proved directly from Lemma 1 in Appendix 1 and 
guarantees that @gE) is well-defined. 
Lemma 1. Let (Xl,. . . ,X,) and (Yr, . . . ,Y,) be two ordered bases of g and put 
m 
x = C U;jXj for i = l,... ,m. 
j=l 
Suppose that J(Y) = CcvENm C,Y* is a right G-invariant differential operator of 
infra-exponential type. If we put 
then j(X) is also a right G-invariant diflerential operator of infra-exponential type. 
Some elementary and necessary facts on the functions and differential operators of 
infra-exponential type are collected in Appendix 2. 
If J(X) = CaENm C,X* belongs to ai( then we put Ja(X) = C,Xa for all 
o E IV. We now introduce the following two function spaces on G/K. These are the 
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main objects of our study throughout this paper. 
C,(G/K) = 
{ 
4 E Y(G/IC) 
Il4lcu,r = _E”ZTK IwY)(~>l f+’ < 00 
, 
for all Q E Mm, r 2 0 
It is easy to see that d,(G/K) is a subspace of C,(G/K) and the elements 4 of 
d,(G/K) are real analytic on G/K. The space C,(G/K) is a so-called FS space. We 
denote the dual space of C,(G/K) (resp. d,(G/K)) by C:(G/K) (resp. d:(G/K)) and 
call its elements distributions (resp. hype+nctions) of exponential type on G/K. 
Remark 1. Let G be the compactification of G/K discussed in [27] (see [35]). 
Then an element of C:(G/K) is in fact the restriction of a distribution on G. 
Remark 2. Suppose G abelian. Then as a linear space d,(G/K) is nothing but the 
inductive limit of the following spaces: 
d,(G/K) = in~~ern 0~(iR” x i(--E, E)~), 
where 
cJ&P x i(--E&y) = f 1 I f E O(R~ x i(--E, E)“) and VT > 0 36 > 0 such that supzElmx~(_+)~ If(z)] erlzl < 00 > ’ 
Here 0(lV x i(--E, E)“) stands for the space of holomorphic functions on the tube 
domain Rm x i(--E,E)“. 
Remark 3. A C” function q5 on G/K belongs to d,(G/K) if and only if 
for any J(X) = CaENm C,X* E a(g:) and t >, 0 (See Appendix 2, Lemma 2). 
Moreover, the topology of d,(G/K) is independent of the choice of our ordered base 
(Xl ,.“, Xm). This is a non-trivial fact, but in the proof of the Paley-Wiener theorem 
(see Section 6) we will see that it is the legitimate one. 
3. Fourier-Laplace transformations and main results 
The Fourier-Laplace transform Fd of 4 E C,(G/K) is a function on a: x K/M 
defined by 
Fc#(X : kM) = 
J 
+)e(ib’)H(z-‘k) ,jz for (X,kM) E a: X K/M. 
G 
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We now introduce the following two function spaces on a5 x KIM: 
234 x Ii/M) = * E C”?: x 1(/M) 
@ is holomorphic in X E a:, 
IIQllj,r < o. vj E N r 3 o 
7 
and 
Zt(az x K/M) = @ E 2%: x KIM) 
~~@~~5~’ < 00 VJ = (JI, Jz) E 
qaF) x qq, r > 0 / 
where, denoting by AK/M the Laplacian on K/M, 
Il@llj~’ = su;< IA&,&A : kM)I (1 t I#, 
\r 
kcK 
II@lIJ~r = ,ZZ< supi JI(~)J,,,(A,,,>W : kM)I 
\T n 
kcK 
and 
O,(C) = {J E O(C) I J(z2) is of infra-exponential type } . 
Of course, the meaning of the differential operator J~(AK,M) of infinite order is sim- 
ilar to that of J(X) in the definition of A,(G/K), and if JZ(AK,M) is of the form 
J~(AH.,M) = Crzo ~~a&,~, then we put J~+(AKIM) = cnAkiM. 
Let U be the subset of a:. For a continuous function !I! on U x K/M we define its 
Poisson integral 6 by 
4(X : CT) = 
I 
@(A : ,LM)e-(~X+b’)H(“-lk) & 
K 
We put 
and 
Zs(az x K/M)w = @ E Zf(az X K/M) 
for(X,z)E UxG. 
qwx : z) = 6(X : X) 
VWEW, (X,z)EazxG > 
Zt(aE x K/M)w = 2t(a,” x K/M) rl2E(ay x K/M)w. 
Then it is clear that 2y(aE x K/M)w (resp. 2t(aE x K/M)w) is a closed subspace 
of 2F(az x K/M) (resp. 2p(az x K/M)). 
Now we state the following Paley-Wiener theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected real reductive linear Lie group and K its maximal 
compact subgroup. Then we have the following linear topological isomorphisms: 
F : C,(G/K) + 2F(aZ x K/M)w, 
F : A,(G/K) --t 2$(az x K/M)w. 
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F-‘@(x1<) = #w 
J 
aE @(A, x) /+)I2 dX for x E G, 
where c(X) is the Harish-Char&a’s c-function for the principal series of class 1 with 
respect to Ii. 
Remark 4. As to the theory of Fourier transformations of distributions of exponen- 
tial type on the Euclidean space, there are works [12,25,36] and others. Also Fourier 
hyperfunctions on the Euclidean space were studied in [34,21,20] and others. 
4. Proof of the theorem in the case of C,(G/K) 
We can get the proof of the theorem for C,(G/K) thanks to Theorem 4.1.1 in [2]. 
Also, our proof of the theorem in the case of d,(G/K) is based on the works of [20] in 
addition to that of [a]. S o we shall start reviewing their results. 
In this section, we will identify U(g) with the algebra of left-invariant differential 
operators on G, as usual. It is known that there exists an anti-isomorphism L of U(g) 
with the algebra of right-invariant differential operators on G. If f is a function on G 
and u,u’ E U(g), then we write 
((“u)u’f)(z) = f(u : qu’) (x E G). 
For any element v of the symmetric algebra S(aE) over a:, let 8(v) denote the corre- 
sponding differential operator on a*. Then S(aE) can be regarded as the algebra of all 
differential operators with constant coefficients on a:. 
Let 0 < p < 2 and let Cp(G/K) d enote the set of C” functions 4 on G which satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(i) +(zlc) = 4(x) for any 2 E G and k E Ii; 
(ii) for any j E N and u, u’ E U(g), 
where Z is the zonal spherical function defined by 
Z(X) = J e--p(H(zk)) dk (x E G). 
K 
The seminorms rz,,, j convert Cp(G/K) into an FS space. 
Put E = 2/p - 1. We define the tube domain FP by setting 
FP = {A E a: ( (Im(wx)(H)] 6 q(H) for any H E a+, w E W }, 
where a+ denotes the positive Weyl chamber of a. We denote the interior of the domain 
Fp by Int Fp. For brevity of notation, we put F2 = Int F2 = a*. We define 2p(a* x 
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K/M) as the space of all C” complex-valued functions @ on a* x K/M which satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(i) For any k E K the function X + Q(X : kM) extends holomorphically to Int FP; 
(ii) for any (n,m) E N2 and v E S(az), 
where the condition (i) is omitted when p = 2. The seminorms <&,m convert Zp(a* x 
K/M) into an FS space. 
For any element Q in ZP(a* x K/M), the Poisson integral 6 is a function on Int Fp x 
G. We denote by ZP(a* x K/M)w the closed subspace of all elements !I) of ZP(a* x 
K/M) which satisfy the condition 6(,X : cc) = &(A : cc) for all 2 E G, X E Int F* and 
UI E W. The following theorem, which is fundamental for our proof of Theorem 1, is 
the main result of [2]. 
Lemma 2. Let 0 < p < 2. Then the Fourier-Lap/ace transform F is a linear topolog- 
ical isomorphism of C*(G/K) onto ZP(a* x K/M)w. 
By the definition of ZP(a* x K/M)w, it is clear that 
Zp(a* X K/M)w C Zq(a* x K/M)w 
if 0 < p 6 q < 2. So we can consider the projective limit of them. We define 
2(aZ x K/M)w = projlimZP(a* x K/M)w. 
o<p<2 
Then Z(a; x K/M) w is also an FS space. Since each element @ of z(aE x K/M)w is 
an entire holomorphic function with respect to the variable X, it is easy to see that the 
topology of this space is given by the seminorms 
This means that z(aF x II/M) w coincides with our space 2F(aE x K/M)w defined 
in Section 3. 
Moreover we define 
C(G/K) = p;;;:r CP(G/K). 
\ 
It is well known that there exist constants c > 0 and d > 0 such that for all 
h E Cl(A+), 
e -&‘sh) < z(h) 6 c e --p(losh)( 1 + IhI& (4.1) 
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where A+ = exp a+ and Cl(A+) stands for the closure of A+. Using this estimate, we 
can easily find that ?(G/K) consists of the functions 4 E C”(G) which satisfy the 
conditions: 
(i) q5(zk) = 4(z) for any x E G and k E K; 
(ii) for any r 2 0 and u,u’ E U(g), 
7-T,u,ut(#) = mg @(u : x; u’)I &I < co. 
Of course, ?!(G/K) is an FS space under the system of seminorms rr++~. Furthermore, 
by means of Lemma 2, we see that the Fourier-Laplace transform F gives a linear 
topological isomorphism of E(G/K) onto 2F(az x K/M)w. 
Therefore, in order to prove the Paley-Wiener theorem in the case of C,(G/K), it is 
sufficient to show that ?(G/K) coincides with C,(G/K). It is clear that 
C,(G/K) > ?(G/K). 
Hence we need to show that C,(G/K) c z(G/h’). In other words, it suffices to prove 
that the Fourier-Laplace image of C,(G/K) is contained in Zp(a,* x K/M)w. 
The following lemma can be proved easily in the similar way as Lemma 4.1 and 
Lemma 4.2 of [4]. S o we omit the proof. 
Lemma 3. Let 4 E C,(G/K). The integral 
(F@(X : kM) = J, ~$(x)e(~‘-++-‘~) dx 
= J AN 4( kan)e(-ix-P)(‘“g ‘1 da dn 
is uniformly convergent on FP x K/M f or any p (0 < p < 2), and for any fixed k in 
K the function X 4 (Fd)(X : IcM) is an entire holomorphic function on a:. Moreover 
the Poisson integral of Fgi satisfies the following functional equation with respect to 
the Wey2 group: 
(F#)(wX : x) = (F+)(X : x) (wEW, XEaI andsEG). 
For the purpose of proving the theorem, we now prove the following estimate. 
Lemma 4. For any r > 0 and (m, n) E RI2 we can select r’ > 0 and a positive constant 
C such that 
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where A is the Laplacian on G/K. 
Proof. Since A is a G-invariant differential operator on G/K, 
Ae(+P)(H(“-‘“)) = _(1Xl2 + Ip/2)e(i~-P)(H(“-1~)), 
it is easy to see that 
(FA’=%##X : kM) = (-1)“(1A12 + Ip12)“(Fd)(X : IcAl). 
Also, it is clear that AKiM and F commute with each other. We obtain 
(PI” + l~l~)“(W(~ : LM; A?~,M) 
= (- 1)” k 4(A”A”,,, : Z)e(iX-p)(H(s-lk)) dx. 
Hence we have 
(IA” + IPI”>” IW)(~ : kM; A&f)1 
< sup(l~$(A~A~,, : z)le 
XEG 
+l) J, e -r’lzl,-(ImX+p)(H(~-‘k)) &.. 
Since the function x --f 1x1 (z E G) is K-invariant, we have 
J 
e-“l”le-(‘mX+p)(H(“-llc)) & 
G 
= 
J 
e-r’lanle(ImX+P)(loga) da dn 
AN 
(4.2) 
= 
J 
,-~‘l~I,(ImX-p)(~(~)) dz 
G 
= 
J 
e -T’I~Ie(Imx-P)(H(ak))~(a) da&. 
A+K 
Here we used the well known formula dz = S(a)dk’dadk (x = k’ak E KA+K), where 
the function b(a) on A+ is defined by 
b(a) = c n {sinh a(log a)}ma 
aEC+ 
for a suitable constant c. Since it is known that 
J 
e(ImA-P)(H(ak)) & < e(lmX)(loga)~(a) (a E A+), 
K 
by means of (4.1) it follows that (4.2) is bounded by 
C 
J 
e-r’)a)(l + Ial) de(ImX-P)(loga)fi(a) da. 
A+ 
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By the way, since 1 Im XI < r’, for a sufficiently large positive number r’ the last integral 
is finite. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Combining these lemmas, it is easy to see that 
F(C,(G/K)) c 23; x K/A++ 
Hence we have the desired result. 
5. Fourier expansions of functions on K/M 
In order to prove the theorem in the case of d,(G/K), we review some results on 
the Fourier series of analytic functions on K. 
Let T be a maximal toral subgroup of II. We denote by t the Lie algebra of T. 
Let 2 denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of 
Ii’. We fix a norm 1 . 1 on tz, induced by the positive definite bilinear form Q(. , O(a)) 
on I!. We choose once for ever a lexicographic order in t*. Since an irreducible unitary 
representation 6 of K is uniquely determined, up to an equivalence, by its highest 
weight 8 (E t:), we will, throughout this paper, identify S with its highest weight 8. For 
6 E 2 we take a Hilbert space I’, which realizes a representation S of K. Let d(6) and 
~6 denote the dimension of VJ and the character of 6, respectively. For each S E 2, we 
take an orthonormal basis (~1,. . . , ad(J)} of VJ, and put 
where (. , a) denotes the inner product of Vs. By Peter-Weyl’s theorem, the set 
-r = {d(6)+$ 1 s E z, 1 < i,j < d(S) } 
is a complete orthonormal basis of L2(K). Therefore any function + on L2(K) can be 
expanded by the mean convergent Fourier series of the functions in T: 
61) 
where we put 
4@fj = 
J K 
Qi(k)m&. 
Let F@(S) be a matrix of degree d(6) w h ere its (i,j)-entry is given by a$. Then it is 
clear that 
46) 
c @fjf$(j(k) = Tr(F@(G)S(k)). 
i,j=l 
(5.2) 
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Also we have the Parseval’s equality: 
where 11@/12 denotes the L2-norm of @ on IL’. 
Let AK be the Casimir operator of K. Let d6 be the differential of the representation 
S. Then it is well known that db(A~) = (6, 6 + 2pT)J, where PT denotes the half sum 
of positive roots with respect to the Cartan subalgebra t of t. For any matrix A we 
denote by llAl[ HS the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of A. If Q is a C” function on K, then 
it is known that the Fourier series of Q given by ($1) converges to @ absolutely and 
uniformly on K. Therefore, since Ij6(k)llHS = d(6)T, by means of (5.1) and (5.2) we 
have 
= C d(S)~w(G)-N(IFA~9(6)11~s (5.3) 
6& 
for any N E N, where we put w(S) = (6, 6 + 2pT). By the Schwartz inequality, the right 
hand side of (5.3) is dominated by 
Moreover by Weyl’s dimension formula, for any non-trivial representation S we have 
where m is the number of positive roots and D is some positive constant. Hence, 
for sufficiently large N, the series CsE~d(6)2~(S)-2N converges. Therefore by the 
Parseval’s equality, there exists a constant CN such that 
SUP I@@)[ < ~N~~~~%. 
kEK 
Let A(K) denote the set of all real analytic functions on Ii. The above argument 
and Lemma 3 in Appendix 2 imply the following lemma: 
Lemma 5. Let !D E A(K). Th en the following conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
@> s”PkO- tJ(y)*(c)i < co for any J E 6(,:), 
(ii) IIJ(Y)@pIJz < 00 for any J E @ez). 
For later use, we need the following estimate. 
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Lemma 6. Let Qi E A(K). Suppose that J E @eZ). Then there exist a positive integer 
N, and a positive constant C and j E c32(UI) such that 
II J(Y)Qllz 6 C Il~~~(b->@llz- 
Proof. For (9 E A( Ii), we put (n(k)@)(z) = @(IV’2) (Ic, x E Ii). For each 6 E g, we 
define 
P6 = d(6)-’ 
J 
h’ xs(+W dk. 
Moreover we put 
d(6) A(K)6 = {C; j=r cij_f$ ) c;j E C } . 
, 
Then the operator Ps is an orthogonal projection of A(K) onto A(K)6. Let (Yr, . . . , Ys) 
be an ordered orthonormal basis of C. For any ,d = (PI, . . . , ps) E IQ!~ we put Yp = 
yp’ . . . Y,p’. As usual, we regard Yp as a right invariant differential operator on Ii’. We 
define an operator norm of Yfl with respect to S by 
llypl16 = sup IIPfll2. 
Ilf lb=1 
fEA(h’)a 
Then it is easy to see that 
llYPllS 6 (llY1116>p’ * * * (IIyslls)p~, 
and each llYt[l’ (t = 1,. . . ,s) is, in fact, given by 
(5.4) 
for any choice of an orthonormal basis {uj}rGj@(S) of Vs. For any Y in t!, there exists 
a Cartan subalgebra t of e such that Y is contained in t. We now take a weight basis 
{uj}rGjGd(&) as an orthonormal basis of Vb. Then it is easy to see that Yf;6j = p(Y)fh 
for some weight p of the representation S. This means that IlYll” < (6llYI for each Y 
in I?. Therefore, by virtue of (5.4) we have 
llyqs < ISI’@’ 7 ( 5.5) 
where I/31 = ,/3r + . - - + ps. 
Since 
(J(Y)@)(k) = c d(S) c ~:j(JO’).ft#4 
6& i,j=l 
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if we write J(Y) = CpEnp apYP, then we obtain 
d(6) 
Wakayama 
Furthermore, thanks to the estimate (5.5), we have 
where we put 
J(t) = c la&‘P’. 
PEN” 
Of course, J(t) is a function of infra-exponential type of one variable. By Lemma 5 in 
Appendix 2, we see that there exists J’ E 02(@) such that ?()61) < IJ’(w(6))l. Hence 
the similar argumentation as in the proof of Lemma 5 shows that for sufficiently large 
N there is a constant C such that IIJ(Y)@II 2 is dominated by CllA~J’(A,)@ll2. This 
completes the proof of the assertion. 
Combining the results described in the preceding two lemmas, one can easily find 
that the following fact: 
Lemma 7. For @ E Cm(K), the folZowing_conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) supkEK jJ(Y)@(lc)l < 00 for any J,E O(Pz); 
(ii) supkEK IJ(A,)+(lc)\ < 00 for any J E O,(C). 
Proof. Since the L2-norm of a function is always dominated by its sup-norm on the 
compact manifold K, by virtue of Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, it is clear that (i) is deduced 
from (ii). On the other hand, for any fl E Q(C), if we put J(Yl,. . . ,YS) = ?(AK) 
then J E ??(t?z) by Lemma 4 in Appendix 2. 
As a corollary, we get also the following result: 
Lemma 8. For Q E Cm(K/M), the following two conditions (i) and (ii) are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) supkEK I_J(Y)@(lcM)I < 00 for any J us; 
(ii) sup&h_ JJ(LI~~~)~(~M) < 00 for any J E 02(C). 
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6. Proof of the theorem in the case of &(G/K) 
By the theorem in the case of C,(G/K), t i suffices to show that F(d,(G/K)) C 
,Z~(a~ x Ir’/M)w and J’-‘(Z~(a~ x K/M)w) c d,(G/K). 
Let @ E 2$(4 x Ir’/M)w. Put 4(z) = (F-‘@)(z). It is clear that 4 E C,(G/K). If 
we can show that 
(FJ(X)$Q(X : ICM) E 25ay x K/M)w, (X, LM) E a,’ x K/M ( 6.1) 
for arbitrary J E 2(&T), then, by the theorem in the case of C,(G/K), we see that 
(J(X)+)(s) E C,(G/K). Th is means that 4 E d,(G/K). Therefore it is enough to 
verify (6.1) for proving F-‘(Zt(az x K/M)w) c d,(G/K). Since 
$&(FJ(X)~)(X:kM)= F(A;-,,J(X)qS)(X:kM) 
for any j E N, by Lemma 3 in Appendix 2, the condition (6.1) is equivalent to the 
following condition: 
sup 
I In&y 
I(FJ(X)@(X : kM)I (I+ [Xl)” < 00 
for all T > 0, r’ > 0 and J E 8(&). 
Now we put 
( 6.2) 
where m = dim g. By Lemma 2 in Appendix 2, it is also equivalent to the following 
condition: 
sup sup %(FXQ4)(X : IcM) (1-l [Xl)” < 00 
IImXl<r CYEWm a* 
IcEA- 
(6.3) 
for all T > 0 and r’ > 0. 
The following lemma is essential for our proof. 
Lemma 9. Let (XI,. . . ,X,) (resp. (YI,. . . , YS)) be un ordered basis of g (resp. e). 
Let4 E C,(G/K). Thenfor any (Y E BP, the Fourier-Laplace transform of the function 
Xa4 can be written uniquely as 
F(X?$)(X : IcM) = c pp,,(X : Id4 : a) Yp(F4)(X : k&l), 
IPl+lrl<l4 
PEW,rW 
where PP,~(X : kM : a) are real analytic functions with respect to the variable kM in 
KIM and holomorphic in X E a:. Moreover we can find a constant C such that 
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foranyaEWm,pEWS andyEN? 
Proof. For any X E g and 4 E C,(G/K), we observe that 
(FX~)(X : LM) = J, $g(exp(-tX)x)lt=oe(~~-~)~(~-l~) dx 
= ~de(iX-p)H(s-‘kexp(-tX”-‘)) da: J G dt t=o 
where X”-’ denotes the adjoint action of Ic-’ on g. According to the Iwasawa decom- 
position of g, one can write X”-l in the following form: 
x”-l = Xc(k) + X,@) + X”(k) (X@) E e, X,(k) E a, X,(k) E n>. 
Now, let Hl,... , He be an orthonormal basis of a with respect to Q(. , e). Suppose that 
x = xj Then we can express X,(k) as 
X,(k) = c U$)Hj. 
j=l 
Since X,(km) = X,(k) f or all m E M, it is clear that a:(k) are real analytic functions 
on K/M. We define functions b:(k) (J’ = 1, . . . , s) by the formula 
X,(k)” = 2 bj(k)Yj, 
j=l 
In a similar way as above, we see that b;(k) are also real analytic functions on K/M. 
Let K, be a relatively compact complex neighborhood of I< in K,, the complexification 
of K, such that the functions a:(k) and b:(k) are holomorphic there. It is clear that 
there is a positive constant L such that the absolute values of u;(k) and b:(k) are less 
than L on Ii’, . 
On the other hand, since H(xu) = H(x)+logu (u E A) and H(zn) = H(z) (n E N) 
we have 
(FX;c#g(X : l&r) 
= (p - qX,(~))(w)(~ : IcM) t (Xc(lc)"F4)(X : IcM) 
= 2 Uj(R)(p - iX)(Hj)(F4)(X : IcM) + f: bfj(k)(YjF+)(X 1 k&f). 
j=l j=l 
Now, we define differential operators d/dXj (j = 1,. . . , e) on a, by 
&f(H) = -$fCH - tHj)lt=o 
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for f E Cog. Furthermore we put 
2; = &(k)& + &j(k)& 
j=l f j=l 
Since the above equality implies that 
FX;q5 = X;Fc$ 
we have 
FX*+ = X”Fc,h. 
Thanks to Lemma 1 in Appendix 1, we can write uniquely 
and we have the estimate 
Iqp,&M : a)I < glPl+lrl++4 M 
(PI + Irl>! 
(k E Ii) 
with some positive number D which depends only on s, .! and E. 
On the other hand, it should be noted that there is a constant Cr such that 
e 
C lb - ix)(Hj)l 6 cI(l + I xl>- 
j=l 
We put 
PP,?(X : kM : 0) = qP,r(kM : ~r)((p - iA)(H a**((~ - iX)(He))‘e. 
Of course, we may assume that D > 1. Therefore, if we put 
C = CID2L 
then the assertion of this lemma follows immediately from the above argument. 
This lemma implies that 
SUP 3(FXaq5)(X : kM) 
afzRP ’ 
< SUP 
aENm 
X : kM : a)IIYpFc#@ : kM)J 
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aN = sup $a#$ 
I$; ’ 
then aN E d1, where we put 
dj = {{d&ENJ 1 @,,,&lh = 0 >. 
Therefore we have 
sup 3(FX?$)(X : LM) 
cxENm * 
Moreover if we define 
a~ = SUP CLN 
N>L 
then it is clear that CLL E Al. By means of Lemma 1 in Appendix 2, there exist an 
element {bk} of di such that 
for any p E NS and y E I$. 
Therefore, in order to show that (6.3) holds, it is sufficient to show that 
for all T > 0, r’ > 0 and {bk} E d1. 
Using Lemma 2 in Appendix 2, the condition (6.4) is equivalent to 
sup IJr(X)&(Y)!@(X : kM)I < Ccl 
I Q4g3 
for T > 0, Ji E @a:) and Jz E 6(tz). 
By the way, since Cp E Z$(aZ x li/M)w, (6.5) follows immediately 
in Section 5. This asserts that F-l(2p(aZ x K/M)w) c d,(G/K). 
w-9 
from Lemma 8 
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Conversely, we will prove the relation: F(d,(G/K)) c 2p(nE x K/M)w. Suppose 
that 4 E d,(_G/K). S ince J(X)4 E C,(G/K), we see that FJ(X)4 E 2E(aE x li/M)w 
for any J E O(gz). In particular we find that 
sup Q’J(X)4)(X : kM)I < co 
IhAl<r 
(6.6) 
kch’ 
for any T > 0 and J E 6(gF). 
Let A be the Laplace operator on G/K. Then it is well known that there is a 
polynomial X of degree two on a: such that 
(FAN4)(X : LM) = x(X)~F~(X :LM) 
for any N E W. For any J1 E O(aZ) and any T > 0, by Lemma 5 in Appendix 2, there 
is 31 E Q(C) such that 
I Jl@>l G IJl(XP))l for IImXl < T. 
Let J2 E 02(c). Thanks to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 in Appendix 2, if we put 
J(X1,... , Xm) = %(A) J~@K,M), 
we see that J E 6(&Z). So we have 
< ,yy< ITi,(x(x))J,(A,,,)~4(~ : kM)I 
m \T 
kQY 
= ,;w< IP(~(A)J~AK,M)~)(X : kM)I 
\T 
kQC 
= sup IF(J(X)4)(X : kM)I. 
IhV6T 
kEK 
This last quantity is in fact finite by the estimate (6.6). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
As a corollary to the above proof of the theorem we get the following result: 
Theorem 2. The topology of d,(G/K) defined by the family of seminorms l/4ll~,~ 
J E O(gF), r 2 0) coincides with the topology defined by the family of seminorms 
where Jj E 02(c) (j = 1,2) and r 2 0. 
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7. Fourier expansions on K/M revisited 
In this section we describe the images of 2p(az x li/M)w and Z.$(a,* x K/M)w 
under the Fourier transform FKIM on Ii/M. At the first place, we review certain results 
on the so-called Kostant matrix [23,24]. 
For each S E g, we put 
VJM = {v E I$ 1 S(m)v = 2, Vm E M }, 
t(b) = dim V6M 
Iz, = (6 E il 1 t(6) > 0 }. 
Now the Poincard-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that U(g) = U(a)+(U(g)l+nU(g)), 
where U(a) stands for the universal enveloping algebra of a:. If u E U(g), let q” E U(a) 
be the component of ‘u in U(a) relative to the direct sum decomposition of U(g). 
If a E U(a) we look upon a as a polynomial on a:. Let S(g) and S(p) denote the 
symmetric algebra over g and 4, respectively, and p + p* the symmetrization map of 
S(g) onto U(g). Let H = H(p) c S(p) denote the subspace of harmonic polynomials 
relative to Ad(lr’). Of course, for each h E H, we consider h as a function on p via 
the form &(a, e). Let X be a regular element in a. Consider the imbedding K/M = 
Ad(h’)X c 4. Since it is known [14] that each h in H is determined by its values 
on the orbit Ad(lC)X of X, and each K-finite function on K/M can be taken as a 
restriction of a harmonic polynomial, we observe that the restriction mapping L : h + 
hlAd(K)X is a bijection of H onto the space E”(K/M) of K-finite functions on IL’/M. 
Let &(K/M) = Ps&“(X/M), h w ere Ps is the projection operator for 6 defined in 
Section 5. Put HJ = L-~(&(K/M)) c H. Then there is a bijection H6 onto &(lL’/M). 
Let {TJ~,... , vd(h)}’ be an orthonormal basis of V6 such that {q, . . . , q(6)) spans VbM. 
Since the functions $(lcM) = (vj,G(lc)vi) (1 < i < e(s), 1 6 j < d(6)) form a 
basis of &(1(/M), we see that dim H6 = i?(b). We now fix a basis ~1,. . . , ~qq of 
HomK(VsM, H* ). We define the e(6) x e(6) matrix Q’(X) by 
Q6(A)jj = g’i(“i)(p - iA> (1 < i,j < V)), 
(cf. [23,24]). Th is is the so-called Kostant matrix. 
Let @ E ?‘(a: x K/M). For each 6 E EM, we define 
F&,,@(A) = @(A) = J, @(A : kM)f6(kM) dk, 
where fs is the e(6) x d(6) matrix with entries ft:. Moreover we put 
The following result is well known (cf. [14]). 
By this lemma, we can characterize the properties possessed by the Fourier coeffi- 
cients of functions belonging to 2F(aE x K/M)w and Ze(aE x K/M)w, respectively. 
In order to describe these Fourier coefficients, we now introduce the following two 
function spaces: 
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Lemma 10. Let U be a W-invariant subset in a:. Suppose that @(A : /CM) is a 
continuous function on U x K/M. Then the Poisson integral $(A : x) ( (A, cc) E 
U x G ) of @ is invariant under W with respect to the variable A if and only if the 
Fourier czeficients F’,&?(?) = {@(A)},,~, satisfy the following conditions: for 
each 6 E Ic,-,,l, the function Q”(x)-‘@(A) is invariant under W, where 6 denotes the 
contragradient representation of 6. 
@(A) satisfy the conditions 
F(O), F(W) and F(RD) > ’ 
Q6(X) satisfy the conditions 
F(O), F(W) and F(ED) 1 * 
Here the conditions F(O), F(W), F(RD) and F(ED) are as follows: 
F(0): @ is a e(6) x d(S) matrix whose entries are holomorphic functions on a:; 
F(W): For any 6 E EM, Q”(wX)-~@~(WX) = Q”(X)-l@(X) for any w E W and 
X E a:; 
F(RD): For any r’ 2 0 and r > 0, 
11{@6}//“*r = sup sup IIOS(X>ll(l t Isl)“(l t 1X1)” < 00; 
II Im 4l+- &EM 
F(ED): For any J = (JI, Jz) E 6(az) x 6(t:) and r 2 0, 
Il{@6}llJ~’ = sup sup lP”(~>Jd~)J~(~)ll < 00, 
II Im Al<T 6cEM 
where we put 
Remark. Let 
(a:)’ = {A E a: ) det Q6(A) # 0 VS E kM } , 
(a:)- = {A E a: ) Re(iX, o) < 0 VCY E C+ }. 
Since it is known that (a:)’ I (a:)-, th e condition F(W) implies that, in particular, 
Q”(A)-%@‘(A) are entire holomorphic for 9 E HC(aE)w. 
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Theorem 3. Fh.1~ g ives the following two linear topological isomorphisms: 
FKIM : 234 x K/M)w : HC(a;)w, 
FK/M : 2,A(a,* x K/M)w N\ HA(a;)w. 
Moreover we have 
for Z,C(aE x K/k&. 
Using a similar argument to that of Section 5 and Section 6, the theorem can be 
proved (cf. [37]). S 0 we omit its proof. 
8. Surjectivity of invariant differential operators 
In this section, we will derive some results on the solvability of a single differential 
equation on G/K, as an application of the Paley-Wiener theorem. 
Let D(G/K) be the algebra of G-invariant differential operators on G/K. It is well 
known that D(G/K) is commutative and there exists a generating system {A,, . . . , Al} 
(C = dim a = rank G/K) such that ID(G/K) = e[Ar , . . . , Al]. Put D = (A,, . . . , Al). 
For any P E c[D], put 
P(X) = P(D)e(iX-P)(H(“-l))l,=e (A E a:), (8.1) 
where e denotes the unit element of G. Of course, P(X) E 6’[XlW, the algebra of W- 
invariant polynomials on a:, and for any 4 E C,(G/K), it is easy to see that the 
following formula holds: 
F(P(D)@(X : M) = P(A)Fqb(X : LM). ( 8.2) 
Theorem 4. Let P(D) b e any non-zero G-invariant differential operator on G/K. 
Then we have 
P(D)C:(G/II) = C:(G/K), 
P(D)A:(G/II) = d:(G/K), 
where Ci(G/K) and dL(G/K) are the strong dual spaces of C,(G/K) and d,(G/K), 
respectively. 
Proof. Let P(A) be the polynomial on a: defined by (8.1). Suppose that P(A) # 0. 
Since multiplication by P(A) is a homeomorphism of Z$‘(aZ x K/M)w (resp. db(af x 
K/M)w) onto P - 2F(ar x K/M)w (resp. P .2.$(az x K/M)w), (8.2) and the Paley- 
Wiener theorem (Theorem 1) imply that the mapping 4 -+ P(D)+ is a homeomor- 
phism of C,(G/K) (resp. d,(G/K)) onto P(D)C,(G/K) (resp. P(D)d,(G/K)). Of 
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course, if we denote by P(D)* th e adjoint of P(D), then the mapping 4 -+ P(D)*4 
is also a homeomorphism of C,(G/K) (resp. A,(G/K)) onto P(D)*C,(G/K) (resp. 
P(D)*A,(G/K)). Th ere ore, if S E CL(G/K) (resp. A’,(G/K)) then the linear form f 
p(D)*4 + S(4) on P(D)*C,(G/K) (resp. P(D)*A,(G/K)) is continuous. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists an element T of C:(G/K) (resp. A:(G/K)) such 
that T(P(D)*4) = S(4) f or arbitrary 4 E C,(G/K) (resp. A,(G/K)). This implies 
that P(D)T = S, so the theorem is proved. 
Appendix 1 
ForapositivenumberL,putU~={zEC~ 1 Izll+...+Iznl<~}.LetX1,...,Xk 
and Yr,... , Y, be differential operators of the form 
xi = &,j(z)&, 
j=l 
(Al.l) 
I$ = & bj,j(Z)Xj + b;(z) (A1.2) 
j=l 
which satisfy 
[X;, Xj] = 2 Cf,j(Z)X& (Al .3) 
kl 
Here a;&), b;&), b;(z),&(z) E I and we assume that the rank of the matrix 
(W> l<i<lc,lQj<n equals k at a generic point of UL. Then we have 
Lemma 1. We can uniquely write 
with suitable pa(z) E c3( UL). S u pp ose there exists a positive number M such that the 
absolute values of a;,j(z), b;,j(z), b;(z), c$( ) z are less than M on UL. Then for any 
positive number L’ satisfying L’ < L we have 
Ipa( < &l+‘M”* 
Id! 
vz E U,l. 
with a positive number C which depends only on n, L and L’. 
(A1.5) 
Proof. For simplicity we shall write X” in place of Xyl . . -XF”. It is obvious that we 
can express Yr . . .Y, in the form (A1.4). Suppose there exist T E N and qa(z) = I 
such that Cl,,<, qol(z)X” = 0 and suppose qp # 0 with a suitable ,L? E W” satisfying 
IpI = T. Fix a point w E UL so that qp(w) # 0 and moreover the rank of the matrix 
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(a;,j(w)) equals k. We can find polynomial functions f;(z) of degree 1 which satisfy 
fi(z) = 0 and X;(fj)(w) = 6;,j for i,j = 1,. . . , k. Then we have 
This contradicts the assumption C Q@X* = 0, from which the uniqueness of the ex- 
pression (A1.4) follows. 
To get the estimates for p, we employ the method of a majorant. Let 6 denote 
the ring of formal power series of z. For 4 = C C,x” E G and qS - C C$z” E 6 
we write 4 << 4’ if and only if lCVl ,< Cl for anyv E lV. For differential operators 
P; = Cp$Y (i = 1,2,. . . ) of finite order with p;,j E a, we write PI << Pz if and only 
if p;,, < ~2,” for any V. We remark that if PI < P2 and Pa < P4, then Pr P2 < P4P5. 
Here we denote 
2 = z1v’ . . . z; and d” = (&)” ..a (2)“” 
for v E Wn. 
Changing z; and X; by (L + L’)zJ2 and min{(L + L/)/2,1} (i = 1,. . . , k), respec- 
tively, we may assume A4 = 1 and L’ < 1 < L to prove (A1.5). Put t = zr + . . - + z, 
and 4 = xi ti = (1 - t)-‘. It follows from Lemma 2 that there exists C > 1 such that 
o;,j < Cd, b;,j(z) < C4, b;(z) < C$ and c;,j(Z) < C+. NOW we define 
for i = l,... ,k, 
y;’ = 2 c&x; + C$ for i= l,... ,m. 
j=l 
Then X; << Xi, and x << Y’i and 
[Xi, xi] = c2n(i _ j)44k-i-j+l 2 _& 
e=l 
= 5 C(i _ j),k-1~2k+e-i-.i+lx;* 
e=i 
Since C(; _ j)~k-1~2k+e-~-j+1 << C4 if 1 < j < i < k and 1 < e < k, it is easy to see 
that there exist p’,(z) E 8 which satisfy 
Y; * * . y; = c (x;yl - * - (xp (A1.6) 
Iml<m 
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and IL(Z) K A(z) f or all (Y E W”. On the other hand, since 
we can uniquely write 
(A1.7) 
with q;(z) E 5. Combining (A1.6) and (A1.7), we have p:(t) < +1(Z). Put L” = 
(L’ + 1)/2. Then Lemma 2 as_sures the existence of C’ > 1 which satisfies C2n242” < 
C’( L” - t)-I. Define q:(t) E 0 by 
( C’(L” - t)-’ ; + C’(L” - q-2) m = &t)(-$ i=o (A1.8) 
Then q;(z) < q{(zl t -. - + zn) and q:(t) = C’mC,,i(L” - t)i - 2m under the notation 
of Lemma 3. Using the estimate for C,,j in Lemma 3, we have 
(Al .9) 
for any z E UL~ because pa(z) < qlal(zl t .* . + zn). Now the proposition is clear. 
Lemma 2. For positive numbers L and L’ with L > L’, we can choose C > 0 such 
that 
(A1.lO) 
for any bounded holomorphic function q5 on UL. 
Proof. (cf. [29, Lemma 2.31) Put M = sup{s E UL]~(Z)]} and 4 = ~a& with 
a, E c. Denoting 
xi = (ZiI t &(L - IZI) 
for z E UL, we have 
a, = (27rfl)” 
This proves ]u,zV] < it4 for all z E UL. Then the rest part of the proof of the lemma 
is the same as that of Lemma 2.3 of [29]. In fact by an estimate 
sup (2” ( 51 t * * * t z, < L, 2; 2 0 } > L’%!!(~a~!)-1(~cx~ + l)1--n, 
we can put C = max+e(i + l)“-‘(L’/L)i as in [29]. 
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Lemma 3. Putting c$ = (1 - t)-’ and X = d/dt, we have 
(Al.ll) 
$3 
for any positive integer m. Here the constants Cm,j are determined by the relations 
co,0 = 0, G,-1 = 0, 
Cm,j = (2m - j - l)Cm-1,j + Cm-l,j-1 
(A1.12) 
and satisfy 0 6 C,,j < 22m-jm!/j!. 
Proof. Since the lemma is clear when m = 1, we will prove it by induction on m. 
Then 
($x t 4”)(4X t 4”)” = (4X t 4”) C Cm,j42m-jXi 
= C C,,j(&m-jtlxjtl + $(a, _ j)&m-jtlxj _+ &m-jtzxj) 
= Cc Cm,lc_l t (2m + 2 - k - 1)C,,+q42mt2-kXk 
and hence we have (A1.12). 
Put a,j = Cm,j nLyj(2i + j - 1)-l. Then 
( 
m-j 
am,j = am--l,j t II 
i=l 
2i+j--2 
2i+j-1 ) 
%L-lj-1. 
Hence 0 < a ,,j < 2” by the induction on m and 0 6 Cm,j < ZZrn nI",Tj(% t j - 1) < 
Zrn nz;j 2(i + j) = 22m-jm!/j!. 
Appendix 2 
We review some well known facts and elementary lemmas on functions and differ- 
ential operators of infra-exponential type. 
Let 
Then the following conditions are mutually equivalent: 
(1) J is of infra-exponential type; 
(2) For any E > 0 there is a constant C, > 0 such that jJ(C)l < CEeEICI; 
(3) lim~++oo la,llllcYI = 0; 
(4) For any r > 0 there is a constant D, > 0 such that lacvl < D, r-lal. 
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Of cours_e, the product of functions of infra-exponential type is of infra-exponential 
type. Let c3(@) be the set of all (entire holomorphic) functions of infra-exponential 
type on @j (j = 1,2,. . .). By the characterization (4) of a(P), if J(c) belongs to 
0(F) then for any c = (cl,. . . , cm) E C”, the new function J,(C) defined by 
also belongs to a(P), where we put CC = (crcr, . . . , cmCm). Moreover, since 
c 1 ?nN -= N!’ 
k$J$ a! 
if we put 
then we observe that 
-ii14 la w> = c --Jt ’ E 6(C). 
aENm . 
Now we put 
Then the following lemmas can be proved immediately from the above equivalent 
characterizations of 6(P). 
Lemma 1. Let {a,} E ,A*. For any positive integer k, we put 
Then {bk} is also an element of A and the estimate 
hbj b (ak+jl 
holds for any positive integers k and j. 
Lemma 2. For any C” function f on G, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) For any {a,> E A,, 
sup c 5X”.@) < 00; 
NG &Wrn o. 
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where we put m = dimG. Moreover if G is abelian and Xa means the multiplication 
operator (that is to say, X” : f(z) - CE~~(Z)), th en the assertion is also true for any 
C” function f on G. 
Let 6(gz) be th e set of all G-invariant differential operators of infra-exponential type 
on G (see Section 2). The following important lemma can be proved by Lemma 1 in 
Appendix 1. 
Lemma 3. If J;(X) E (3(&) (i = 1,2) then Jl(X)Jz(X) E a(&) for any choice of 
the ordered basis (XI,. . . ,X,) on g. In particular 6(gE) is an U(g)-module. 
Proof. Let (XI, . . . ,X,) be an ordered basis of g and let 
Then 
Put 
X”&(X) = c c(aJ)XP. 
p@V 
By Lemma 1 in Appendix 1, we can express XaXY as 
xffxy 1 c p;‘yxP 
IPl6l4+l7l 
and we have the estimate 
for some constants C and 44. 
Hence we see that 
XV2(X) = c z( c 
ram IPl<l4+lrl 
P;pyxfl) 
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Suppose that IPI = L. Then we observe that 
Therefore we find that 
Since for any r > 0 there is a constant d, > 0 such that 
we have 
drCL+l O” 
G%r>l G L, c M”k! c 1 1 Jy’ 
k=L trl=k- bI 
qT 0 
drCLtl O” 
L! c 
,k-I4 1 k-14 
ZI 
k=L 
Mkk’(k - ICY/)! ; 0 
d,CL+l r loll 
= 
L! m 0 ’ 
On the other hand, we have 
J1(X)J2(X)= c 5 ~c(cYJ3)Xfl 
a P 
IZ 
c(C 
P 01 
~C(%P) xp. 
> 
Since there is also a constant d, such that 
275 
(A2.1) 
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if IpI = L then by (A2.1) we have 
= 
dT;iTCL+l F (eykl) Ic 
L! 
k=L 
Hence, if T is a sufficiently large number we have 
By (A2.2), this proves the assertion. 
We denote by O,(C) th e set of all functions J(z) E O(C) such that J(z2) are of 
the infra-exponential type. The following lemma can be proved similarly as the above 
lemma, using Lemma 1 in Appendix 1. So we omit the proof. 
Lemma 4. Let A be a Cusimir operator of g. Suppose that J(z) E 02(Q. 
ordered basis (Xl, . . . , X,) of g, put 
“J(X) = 2(X1,. . . ,X,) = J(A). 
Then we have J(X) E 6(g,Z). 
The following similar lemma is now also obvious. 
Lemma 5. Let J E c3(@). Suppose 
some positive integer M. If we put 
m 
3(x1,. . . ,zm) = J c 
M 
xi 
i=l 
that J(t”) is of the infra-exponential type for 
+ lower terms in xi’s 
> 
For any 
Paley- Wiener theorems 
then 3 E @Cm). 
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Moreover, by [20, Lemma 8.1.61, we have the following estimate. 
Lemma 6. For any J E 6(P), T ,< 0 and a; E C (i = 1,. . . , m), there exists 
J E 0,(C) such that 
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